A macro-level perspective on evidence accumulation during decision making
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2: Preregistered confirmatory study
● Participants (n=48) responded based on the perceived
spatial frequency of a Gabor target.
● 3 difficulty conditions were created by changing the
distance between the spatial frequencies of the targets.
● Each condition was repeated across two blocks of 60 trials
for a total of 360 trials per participant.
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4: Testing theory with neurocognitive modeling
We fit Neural Drift Diffusion Models that describe both
human response times ( R ) and accuracies ( A ) on each
experimental trial ( t ) and include summary event-related
potential measures ( E ) in each participant ( p ) and
experimental condition ( c ) using Hierarchical Bayesian
methods. The model below generates CPP slopes as well as
RT and accuracy:
(R*A)tpc~ (1 - θpc)*DDM(δpc , αpc , τpc ) + ( θpc )*Uniform( -3, 3 )
Epc ~ Normal( η + γ*δpc , σ2(E) )
δpc ~ Normal( μ(δ)c , σ2(δ) )
αpc ~ Normal( μ(α)c , σ2(α) )
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See michaeldnunez.com/publications for
(open) access to our published work on this
topic.

τpc ~ Normal( μ(τ)c , σ2(τ) )
We used another hierarchical model type to confirm
neurocognitive relationships between NDT and N200 latency.
The QR code above gives a link to Python and JAGS code
very similar to this model in github.com/mdnunez/pyhddmjags

5: Is the CPP a reflection of evidence
accumulation only in some tasks?
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Posterior distributions of the relationship (γ) between evidence
accumulation rate ( δ ) and centro-partietal positivity (CPP)
slope ( E ) were centered at 0, (BF0 = 22.91).

6: Evaluating neurocognitive models
To evaluate these computational models, we should be able to
predict human behavior with only EEG in new participants.

3: Further evidence for N200 latencies tracking
Visual Encoding Time (VET) BF1 = [4.29, 3.03, 2.87]
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